
AN INVITE TO A SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING  

Greetings to all interested parties in the Boland Community,  

The Boland Schools Hockey Committee invites you to a ‘Special General Meeting’ 

where the committee would like input from the broader community regarding some 

of our core processes and whether they should be changed going forward.  The 

meeting will be held at HMS BLOEMHOF in the AV room from 4pm until 7pm on the 

6th of September 2019. School representatives RSVP to 

adrummond.add@gmail.com. Parents and players need not confirm attendance but are welcome. 

 

We would like parents of players, players, school’s representatives, educators, coaches and 

managers, potential sponsors, who have a vested interest to be a part of determining the best way 

forward for our sport in our province. Items on the agenda will be presented on, with an 

independent moderator and there will be opportunity for questions and constructive debate on the 

issues.  

Please note! That all those wishing to attend are only to do so with the intention for constructive, 

solution-based input and with the ultimate goal to improve Boland Hockey and its administration in 

the province. Any abusive rhetoric, prioritization of personal agenda or that of an institution other 

than Boland Hockey and its players, unconstructive input or actions not in the spirit of the meeting 

will be asked to leave and excluded from the vote. If you attend, we expect that you are also willing 

to assist in the running of this volunteer organisation in some small or large capacity.  

Our main points of discussion will be as follows: 

Item 1: Trials and off season 

1. Should a radical change in format of trials be made for U13, U14, U16, U18 boys and Girls? 

What selectors should be used at each round? Should each age group operate differently, 

and should boys and girls follow the same process?  

2. The off-season High Performance and Performance programs linking to trials. How are we 

best able to provide training that will upskill players and allow them to compete at 

tournaments. Should we continue to outsource to Maties hockey? Should there be a central 

HP or in regional Hubs? Should an HP manager position be created to direct this program on 

the boys and the girl’s side so that it is run in house.  

Item 2: Coach and player provision 

3. Attracting and upskilling coaches in the region. 

4. Action plans to develop and provide resources to lower income players in line with SASHOC 

agenda.   

5. Should larger Hockey schools take on a partner school for development?  

Item 3: Volunteer organisation and service to the region 

6. Committee succession plan. Every school in the Boland League should allocate a member of 

staff or parents to fulfil an administrative role for Boland Hockey. Do we justify an employed 

administrator?  

7. Hosting of IPT 2020.  

We hope that you will join us in being improving provincial school’s hockey and its administration in 

the Boland region.  

Yours in Hockey, The Boland Hockey Committee.  
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